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Content development for 
global markets
UBIQ KK, a Tokyo-based content marketing boutique, exists 
to provide Japanese multinational organizations with 
communication materials that speak to overseas target 
audiences with clarity and impact.
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Communications for a 
globalized world
UBIQ has a Writer’s Studio comprised of native 
English-language writers who understand the unique 
character of Japanese brands. We develop news releases, 
executive speeches, advertorials, names and slogans, 
advertisements, videos, and English copy for brochures, 
websites, social media, and events.
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Design for global
brand enhancement
UBIQ has a Multimedia Studio comprised of visual artists 
who understand the cultural factors and design traditions of 
foreign markets. UBIQ ensures that Japanese 
organizations use fonts, colors, and other visual elements 
that are appropriate for the overseas targets.
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Brands serviced 
by UBIQ 

CLIENTS
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Agencies serviced 
by UBIQ 

CLIENTS
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The Work 

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT FOR 
GLOBAL MARKETS



Project summary goes here. Unt pelicia turest vollatur 
solorest optaquae coriorehent.Fugia dolori beaquo des 
ea vent maximusa dempor sintia conserum eum nis ut 
ent, occabo. Nam explabo repratem ad quidem volore 
inissitas aut aut qui omnis estiisquunt,

Newsroom Articles 

COPYWRITING DESIGN

news.panasonic.com/global/stories/forum/

Panasonic celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2018. 
UBIQ orchestrated a team of journalists who attended 
panel discussions and wrote 18 articles in four days for 
the Panasonic Newsroom.

Newsroom Articles 

COPYWRITING
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Mizuho wanted to promote its global banking 
activities. UBIQ interviewed top executives and wrote 
and designed an advertorial, which appeared in the 
Wall Street Journal. The article marked the first time 
Mizuho promoted itself on the global stage.

Print Advertorial

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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Idemitsu sponsors an annual music concert tour, 
which brings together musicians from Japan and 
various Asian nations who play traditional musical 
instruments. UBIQ attended the concerts in Myanmar 
and Vietnam and wrote and designed an advertorial, 
which appeared in the Wall Street Journal.

Print Advertorial

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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Wall Street Journal selected UBIQ to produce 
a computer-animated video for NEC’s security-
related technologies, targeted at the USA’s 
Department of Homeland Security. UBIQ 
conceived the story, wrote the script, and 
worked with computer animation artists to 
illustrate the capabilities of the technologies.

SCRIPT ANIMATION EDIT

Online Video
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Mitsubishi Electric produces articles for its web 
channel called Our Stories, which highlights how 
the company’s technologies and activities bring 
about Changes for the Better to people all over the 
world. UBIQ writes the articles and contributes visual 
elements to the layout.

Online Magazine

COPYWRITING
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Mitsubishi Electric established a global Facebook 
page aimed at its worldwide workforce. UBIQ 
produced weekly posts related to the company’s 
achievements in order to instill a sense of pride and 
solidarity in company workers everywhere.

Facebook Posts

COPYWRITING
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MHI wanted a content marketing website to 
attract attention to its technologies and business 
partnerships around the world. UBIQ created the 
concept, developed the name SPECTRA, and hired 
a team of journalists and video makers to produce 
content for the first year of operations.

Online Articles 
and Videos 

COPYWRITING VIDEO EDIT

http://
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Wall Street Journal developed a sponsored-content web 
page for Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. UBIQ was selected 
to produce a special video, which required assembling 
a crew and shooting in Italy, United States and Japan. 
UBIQ’s in-house video editor cut the film together.

SCRIPT SHOOT EDIT

Web Video
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industries selected UBIQ to 
produce a 30-minute video program, called 
Rocket Artisans, which was broadcast on a special 
live video feed by JAXA during a rocket launch in 
2018. UBIQ used existing footage and created the 
Japanese-language script, conducted the edit, 
and provided sound design and narration.

SCRIPT SHOOT EDIT

Video Program
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Warner Music Japan wanted to produce an internal 
publication to promote coldrain, one of its Japanese 
artists, to members of the Warner Music Group worldwide. 
UBIQ interviewed the leader of the band and wrote and 
designed a digital flyer expressing the appeal of the band, 
and its potential in global music markets.

Internal Marketing

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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Japan National Tourism Association established a 
website to attract tourists from Western nations. UBIQ 
has written more than 100 articles for the publication, 
focusing on unique cultural attractions, places to eat, 
and things to do.

Online Travel Articles

COPYWRITING
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The Cabinet Office of the Prime Minister of Japan 
wanted to highlight the close economic relationship 
that exists between the United States and Japan. 
UBIQ created the concept “Greater Together” and 
produced three videos, which appeared on the Wall 
Street Journal website.

JCO - MCFA Houston 

JCO - MHPS Savannah

JCO - Toyota Kentucky

Web Videos

COPYWRITING VIDEO
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NTT Inc. is a new company established in 2019 
to oversee the global activities of various NTT 
Group companies. The new entity developed 
a brand book and guidelines on usage for the 
“dynamic loop” logo. UBIQ worked with a brand 
consulting team and provided English language 
content for multiple publications.

Brand Guidelines

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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NTT Communications selected UBIQ as a partner to 
work with its global sales team based in Tokyo, to create 
three newsletters each week. UBIQ wrote, designed 
and coded the content, which kept sales associates 
worldwide informed of goals, achievements, and special 
announcements.

Digital Newsletter

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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NTT Communications wanted to produce a video 
explaining the company’s strengths in global ICT 
infrastructure, including its business installing 
and maintaining submarine and subterranean 
communication cables. UBIQ conceived the 
concept and developed the video, coordinating 
shooting, computer graphics animation, as well 
as editing.

Web Video 

SCRIPT SHOOT EDIT

English Version

Japanese Version
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NTT Communications wanted an English-language 
sales flyer to promote its managed services to 
potential customers worldwide. UBIQ conceived the 
sales messaging, wrote the copy, and designed the 
layout for the flyer.

Sales Flyer

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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NTT Communications wanted to draw attention 
to the risks to major organizations of “shadow 
IT,” or unauthorized use of software for business 
activities. UBIQ interviewed ITC experts and created 
an infographic approach to illustrate the company’s 
solution to the problem.

Print Ad

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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NTT Holdings wanted to promote the business activities 
of the NTT Group of companies. UBIQ wrote a special 
article, which appeared on the Wall Street Journal 
website, and which was the first time the company 
promoted itself on a global scale.

Online Advertorial

COPYWRITING
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Each month NTT Group president Jun Sawada 
issues a video report to the Group’s worldwide 
workforce. UBIQ “transcreates” the Japanese 
script into English and works closely with 
company executives to ensure the script is 
optimized for easy delivery by Mr. Sawada.

Monthly Video Report

COPYWRITING
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The government of Wakayama Prefecture wanted to 
draw attention to the unique spiritual nature of Mt. 
Koya and attract foreign tourists. UBIQ wrote a special 
article that explained the history and the unique 
characteristics of the region, which appeared on the 
BBC WORLD website.

Online Advertorial

WAKAYAMA PREFECTURE

COPYWRITING
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Yokogawa established a content marketing website 
called “Co-innovating Tomorrow” to showcase its 
technologies. UBIQ develops articles in both English 
and Japanese for the digital publication.

Online Articles

COPYWRITING
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Organo wanted a corporate brochure in English to 
promote its water purification technologies for industrial 
uses, as well as the company’s history and growing 
presence overseas. UBIQ created the concept, copy, and 
design for the brochure, and coordinated printing.

Corporate Brochure

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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Organo wanted an English-language video to promote 
its technologies, manufacturing capabilities, and 
products and services to overseas customers. UBIQ 
planned and developed the video, which required 
shooting at factories and other facilities in Japan.

SCRIPT SHOOT EDIT

Organo Commercial
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Organo wanted a video to illustrate key facts and figures 
about its water purification technologies. UBIQ planned 
and conceived the video, and commissioned computer 
animation artists to develop the artwork.

SCRIPT ANIMATION EDIT

English version

Japanese version

Organo Corporate Video
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Tamron, a maker of fine lenses for professional 
cameras, supports athletes competing in the 
Paralympics and international competitions. UBIQ 
localized into English interviews with Japanese 
athletes explaining their trials and triumphs.

Online Article

LOCALIZATION

http://
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The Wall Street Journal selected UBIQ to produce 
banner ads and three video clips for a Japanese 
start-up company. UBIQ created the concept 
and design of the banners, and conceived and 
developed the videos in an animation style.

SCRIPT ANIMATION EDIT

Banner Ad and Videos

RedPatch - Clip 1

RedPatch - Clip 2

RedPatch - Clip 3
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LeSportsac, a well-known brand of travel and 
everyday bags since 1973 and the original ripstop 
nylon bag, is restructuring itself to adapt to a 
crowded marketplace and the rapid shift by 
consumers to online shopping and purchasing. 
UBIQ conducted interviews with top executives 
of the company and its overseas distributors, 
as well as designers and members of its online 
marketing team, to gather information required 
for development of a new brand book.

Brand Research

BRAND RESEARCH
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UBIQ often interviews top executives when developing 
content. UBIQ interviewed key representatives of Konica 
Minolta USA, Europe and Japan, and wrote a special 
section for the company’s 2017 annual report, related to 
a new company initiative to leverage the creative power 
of multiple R&D labs worldwide to bring new products 
to market more quickly. 

Executive Interviews

COPYWRITING
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Kagetsudo is a provider of fresh cakes and confections 
to convenience stores throughout Japan. UBIQ is a 
member of the package design team developing a 
new brand of single-serving cakes to be rolled out 
nationwide in 2020.

Package Design

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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UBIQ’s access to specialists in the fields of writing, 
video development, and illustrative arts include an 
award-winning Japanese calligraphy artist, whose 
works are regularly exhibited in Japan and overseas. 
Her works are  commissioned by traditional Japanese 
fine dining establishments, and are suitable for 
packaging and advertising purposes that require 
traditional Japanese writing.

Japanese Calligraphy

COPYWRITING DESIGN
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Chinese versions of Japanese hit songs are popular 
in the karaoke rooms of China. Taniguchi Soken, 
a Tokyo-based international music business 
consultancy, is easing the way for Japanese 
music copyright owners to gain access to this 
lucrative market. UBIQ provides Chinese-market 
research services and creates Japanese-language 
presentations on popular Chinese music artists 
and music trends in China.

Chinese Market Research

RESEARCH
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Taniguchi Soken, a Tokyo-based international 
music business consultancy, orchestrates 
workshops and meetings between Japanese 
music industry concerns and delegations of 
music industry figures and songwriters from 
overseas. UBIQ participates in lectures related 
to music synchronization opportunities in the 
Japanese advertising market.

Japan Market Consulting

CONSULTING



UBIQ K.K. 
3-3-1 Hase, Kamakura, Kanagawa 248-0016, Japan
090-9644-0881
Michael Hoover (Managing Director)
Capitalized at JPY 10 million
Financial Partner: Mizuho Bank
Incorporated: June 30, 1997
Primary Business Focus: Brand Consulting and Advertising

www.ub-q.com
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